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[Update] - 26 July - V5.0.1 - Update-BEAT patch 11121 Dry pick up Dry pickup (also
called "dry-off") is the process of transferring a load from a truck to a container by

uncapping the container and the transferring by hand is done while the vehicle is
stationary. The dry pick up method is the least expensive of the three major methods

of loading trucks (i.e. wet pick up, gravity pick up, and power pick up) and is best
suited for loads of large size, weight, or bulk, which are prone to spilling or leaking.
The dry pick up method uses a combination of gravity and the container's internal
pressure to transfer loads from the truck bed to the container. A truck's load rests
directly on its center of gravity, which is usually within the bed's front edge. The
center of gravity can be altered by heavy items in the load that are located in the

middle of the vehicle. A truck's center of gravity is often higher than the center of the
container so care must be taken to ensure that the load has sufficient pressure to
transfer it from truck to container. Dry pick up is used almost exclusively for the
pickup of bulk and fungible goods such as grains, oils and chemicals, stone and

construction aggregates, clay materials, bulk chemicals and powders, and similar goods
that weigh more than and are transferred to containers up to in diameter and up to in
length. Dry pick up is not used for the pickup of liquids and dry solids weighing or
less. Process The container is uncapped and the load is unloaded by hand, while the

truck remains stationary. When the container is tapped, its internal pressure presses on
the load to transfer it into the container. The container is uncapped manually; the

operator unscrews the cap, thus relieving the internal pressure of the container. At the
same time, gravity forces the container down, increasing the pressure on the load

within the container. Hence, by tapping and raising the container with one hand, the
operator removes the pressure on the load, which then falls on its own accord by the
force of gravity. This method is faster than power pick up and is thus often used to

transfer very large loads. The benefit of dry pick up is that there is no delay as there is
with power pick up as there is no need to wait for the truck to raise the container.
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